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Introduction 
With over 2 billion daily active users, Facebook still reigns 
supreme as the most popular social media platform. And 
that’s part of the reason that Facebook ads continue to be 
an extremely popular solution for businesses looking to 
raise brand awareness, connect with prospects, and get 
new customers.   

So how do you know if your Facebook ads 
are really working? We’ve got the data to 
answer your questions! 

Just in time to inform your 2024 planning and help 
you better understand how your Facebook advertising 
campaigns are performing now, we’re sharing Facebook ads 
benchmarks across 20 industries, including benchmarks for 
click-through rate, cost per click, conversion rate and more 
for two popular Facebook ads campaign objectives.

https://datareportal.com/essential-facebook-stats#:~:text=Here's%20what%20the%20latest%20data,)%3A%202.989%20billion%20(April%202023)&text=Number%20of%20people%20who%20use,)%3A%202.037%20billion%20(April%202023)&text=Share%20of%20Facebook's%20monthly%20active,%3A%2068%25%20(April%202023)
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Executive  
summary  
This report contains our latest Facebook ads benchmark 
data to help you better understand and maximize your 
campaign performance and budget. A few notes on the 
report: 

• These benchmarks are based on data from 2,936 
campaigns running between September 1, 2022, through 
September 30, 2023. 

• Averages are technically median figures to account for 
outliers. All currency values are posted in USD.  

• Metrics include average click-through rate, average cost 
per click, average conversion rate, and average cost per 
lead. 
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Key trends:
The big picture 
Over the last year, most businesses have seen  
their Facebook ads results improve, meaning  
their engagement metrics are going up and  
their advertising costs are going down. Here’s  
a deeper look: 

Click-through rate (CTR) increased 
year over year for 9 out of 19 industries 
using Facebook Lead Ads. 
Some of those increases were fairly significant, especially for Arts & 
Entertainment and Education & Instruction. CTR decreased YOY for 
15 out of 23 industries in the traffic objective, but average CTR still 
remains higher than other available data shows (1.51% vs. 0.9%). 

Cost per click (CPC) largely decreased 
year over year. 
9 industries saw a decrease in CPC YOY for the leads objective, 
while 14 saw a decrease YOY for the traffic objective. And for each 
objective, the increases weren’t drastic. This is interesting given 
the drastic increase in CPC across most (91%) industries for search 
advertising.  

https://localiq.com/local-marketing-lab/facebook-ads/facebook-lead-ads/
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The overall key 
takeaway? 

Facebook 
advertising 
continues to offer 
complementary 
advantages to 
search ads because 
of lower and more 
stable costs. 

For the leads objective, 13 out of 19 
industries saw conversion rate (CVR) 
increase year over year. 
The economy could play a role in the industries that saw 
decreases YOY. For example, with a volatile housing market, 
fewer people may have been looking to buy or sell, leading to a 
decrease in CVR for real estate businesses.   

For the leads objective, cost per lead 
(CPL) stayed the same or decreased 
for 12 out of 19 industries. 
Again, it’s interesting to see this trend given the drastic increase 
in CPL on the search ads side, where 91% of industries saw 
increases in CPL in 2023. 

https://localiq.com/blog/free-real-estate-leads/
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2023/05/15/google-ads-benchmarks
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Facebook ads  
benchmarks for  
traffic campaigns  
by industry 
Facebook advertising allows you to choose specific ad objectives for each 
campaign. It then optimizes your campaigns against that objective, which 
helps you reach specific goals with your Facebook ads. 

The traffic objective in Facebook ads optimizes your campaign to drive 
clicks from your ads to your landing page, app, or event. Traffic campaigns 
are popular among many small business advertisers because they help to 
drive more visitors (and potential customers!) to your website. 

Note: Since this campaign objective is specifically designed to drive traffic, 
cost per lead and conversion rate metrics tend to be on the higher side. It’s 
important to focus on the metrics that matter most for your ad objective, so 
we’ve omitted those metrics here.

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2018/11/26/facebook-objectives
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2018/11/26/facebook-objectives
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2021/03/04/facebook-traffic-ads
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TRAFFIC OBJECTIVE 

Average click-through rate  
CTR or click-through rate is a measure of how frequently viewers click 
on your ad. Essentially, your campaign’s CTR indicates how compelling 
and click-worthy viewers deem your Facebook ads. For this reason, 
higher CTRs are a sign of strong Facebook ad copy and creative. 

The average click-through rate in Facebook ads for traffic campaigns 
across all industries is 1.51%. 

The industries with the highest CTR were Arts & Entertainment at 
2.55%, Real Estate at 2.45%, and Restaurants & Food at 2.29%. 

The industries with lower average CTR were Dentists & Dental Services 
at 0.81%, Finance & Insurance at 0.88%, and Attorneys & Legal Services 
at 0.99%.

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2022/02/07/facebook-ad-copy-examples
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TRAFFIC OBJECTIVE 

Average cost per click  
Cost per click or CPC is a calculation of your total spend divided by your 
total number of clicks. Maintaining a lower average CPC on your traffic 
campaign means you can catch and convert website visitors at an overall 
cheaper cost.   

For the traffic objective, a click would be a click from your ad to your 
website or whatever destination you set for your ad.  

The average cost per click in Facebook ads for the traffic campaigns 
across all industries is $0.83. This is much lower than the average cost per 
click in Google Ads of $4.22. 

The industries that saw the lowest cost per click were Travel at $0.43, Arts & 
Entertainment at $0.44, and Restaurants & Food at $0.52. 

The industries that saw higher-than-average costs per click were Dentists & 
Dental Services at $1.27, Furniture at $1.19, and Attorneys & Legal Services 
at $1.15. Again, these CPCs are still lower than the average CPC for Google 
Ads at over $4. Plus, these industries have fairly high lifetime average 
customer costs, so it makes sense that their advertising costs would be 
higher than a restaurant or entertainment venue.

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2021/08/17/lower-cost-per-click
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Facebook ads  
benchmarks for  
lead gen campaigns  
by industry  
Facebook ads running with the lead gen objective are meant to drive 
leads through form fills, messages, calls, and conversions.  

In a lead gen campaign, you’ll be running Facebook Lead Ads, which 
include prompts directly within the ad to help you collect lead 
information.  

We’ve included conversion rate and cost per lead as part of these 
benchmarks since this objective is optimized to drive leads and 
conversions.

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2019/01/24/facebook-lead-ad-examples
https://localiq.com/blog/lead-generation-ideas/
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LEAD GEN OBJECTIVE 

Average click-through rate  
Although Facebook lead ads don’t necessarily require users to click 
to your website, they’ll have to click on the ad to become a lead. Plus, 
the option to click to your website still exists on the ad. You should 
prioritize a high click-through rate for your Facebook lead gen 
campaigns because it signals that your ad is attracting users to take 
action.  

The average click-through rate in Facebook ads for lead gen 
campaigns across all industries is 2.50%. 

The industries that saw the best CTRs on their Facebook ads running 
with the leads objective were Travel at 6.62%, Arts & Entertainment at 
3.70%, and Real Estate at 3.69%. 

The industries with the lowest CTRs were Automotive – Repair, Service 
& Parts at 1.38%, Industrial & Commercial at 1.50%, and Health & 
Fitness at 1.66%.
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LEAD GEN OBJECTIVE 

Average cost per click  
Every time a user clicks on your Facebook lead ads, you get charged—so 
trying to keep your average CPC as low as possible is a no-brainer. That 
said, you’ll also want to take your lead quality into consideration when 
evaluating your CPC. If your priority is to get the highest quality leads 
possible, then they may be worth the slightly higher CPC.  

The average cost per click in Facebook ads for lead gen campaigns 
across all industries is $1.92. 

The industries with the lowest CPCs were Arts & Entertainment at $0.87, 
Travel at $0.96, and Sports & Recreation at $1.11.  

The industries that saw the highest CPCs for the leads objective were 
Attorneys & Legal Services at $5.42, Dentists & Dental Services at $3.82, 
and Physicians & Surgeons at $3.63. While these were higher compared 
to the average, they’re still fairly low cost for clicks in these industries.
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LEAD GEN OBJECTIVE 

Average conversion rate  
Conversion rate measures the rate at which your Facebook ads are 
driving conversions. It’s calculated by dividing the total number of leads 
by the total number of clicks. A high conversion rate signals that your 
Facebook ad is compelling users to take the next step to potentially 
become your customer.  A lower conversion rate signals you may need to 
adjust your ad targeting, copy, or landing page to drive better results. 

The average conversion rate in Facebook ads for lead gen campaigns 
across industries is 8.25%. 

The industries with the highest CVRs for Facebook ads running the 
leads objective were Dentists & Dental Services at 11.34%, Industrial & 
Commercial at 10.13%, and Arts & Entertainment at 9.77%. 

The industries that saw lower-than-average conversion rates were Travel 
at 3.95%, Beauty & Personal Care at 4.61%, and Physicians & Surgeons at 
4.99%.
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LEAD GEN OBJECTIVE 

Average cost per lead  
Cost per lead tells you how much you’re paying to secure a new lead. It’s 
calculated by dividing your total spend by your total conversions.  

The average cost per lead in Facebook ads for lead gen campaigns 
across industries is $23.10. 

The industries with the lowest CPLs in the Facebook leads objective 
were Real Estate at $12.43, Arts & Entertainment at $13.46, and Sports & 
Recreation at $15.33. 

The industries that saw the highest CPLs for the leads objective were 
Attorneys & Legal Services at $78.26, Health & Fitness at $60.95, and 
Physicians & Surgeons at $60.95. These industries typically have higher 
costs for advertising, in general, but also have higher customer values. 
So a $60 CPL can still have a great return on investment when you look at 
how much revenue a new customer can bring your business.
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How to improve your  
Facebook ads performance 
While these benchmarks can serve as a helpful guidepost to compare your results 
against, they shouldn’t be the end-all-be-all for measuring your Facebook advertising 
success. Every business is different, and what defines success for your campaigns will 
be unique to your business needs, budget, and other factors.  

However, if you feel like your Facebook ads are not converting or driving traffic as much 
as they should when compared to industry averages, you’re not alone. There’s always 
room to improve—especially by following these tips and best practices. 

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2023/06/23/facebook-ads-not-converting
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How to use Facebook ads to drive traffic 
Here are some tips on how to increase traffic to your website via your 
Facebook ads: 

• Choose the traffic objective.  
The traffic objective is the clear choice to encourage Facebook’s 
ad algorithm to strategically show your ad to get the most clicks 
possible.  

• A/B test CTA buttons.  
A powerful call to action can entice users to click on your Facebook 
ad—increasing your click-through rate. Luckily, Facebook gives you 
plenty of options to play around with when it comes to choosing an 
effective CTA button for your ad. Your best bet is to A/B test a few 
different CTA buttons to see what works. Additionally, you should 
include popular call-to-action phrases in your ad copy.  

• Use compelling creative.  
People will form an opinion on your Facebook ad instantly—just a 
few seconds after seeing it, in fact. Be sure your ads stand out and 
attract clicks with eye-catching creative. To start, check out these 
Facebook ad examples and learn why they work.  

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/08/14/increase-traffic-to-my-website
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2021/10/05/best-call-to-action-phrases
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2016/05/23/facebook-ad-examples
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How to use Facebook ads to drive leads 
Follow these Facebook ads tips to get more leads:  

• Choose the leads objective.  
While other Facebook ads campaign objectives may end up 
capturing leads, it’s best to source your leads directly from 
Facebook with Facebook lead ads.  

• Perfect your form fields.  
You may need to test to see what form style works best to maximize 
both lead quality and quantity. For example, this year Meta 
announced that it added conditional logic to the Facebook lead 
generation form set up. Leveraging conditional logic in your forms 
can help you pre-qualify your leads.  

• Ensure users know they are clicking on a lead ad.  
Be clear about the action you want viewers to take. That way, those 
who click know what to expect and genuinely want to work with 
your business. 

An example of conditional logic settings 
within a Facebook Lead Ad.

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/best-facebook-ads
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2023/09/21/google-and-meta-announcements
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2023/09/21/google-and-meta-announcements
https://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/how-to-capture-more-qualified-leads-with-facebook-ads/
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How to improve your Facebook 
ads CTR 
Here are a few ways to improve your Facebook ads CTR: 

• Pay attention to the right metrics.  
CTR may not always be the “end all be all” Facebook ads 
metric for your business. 

• Use power words in your copy.  
Emotional marketing copy can set your business’s 
Facebook ads apart from the competition. Focusing on 
compelling ad copy helps to persuade users to click on 
your ad—increasing your CTR.  

A reporting dashboard like this can help you measure the  
Facebook ad metrics that matter most to your business. 

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2021/05/03/emotional-marketing-copy
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How to lower your Facebook ads costs 
Here are some practical ways to lower your costs in Facebook Ads: 

• Get strategic with your audience targeting.  
You may want to target different Facebook audiences for different 
objectives. For example, you may target a Facebook lookalike audience 
with a traffic objective, so you can educate a new crop of potential 
customers about who you are and what you do. Alternatively, you may 
target specific email addresses or retarget users while using the leads 
objective because these audiences are already aware of your business 
and may be more likely to convert. 

• Broaden your audience as needed.  
A broader audience reach has been found to lower your overall cost 
per thousand impressions (CPM), since you’re casting a wider net.  

• Try ad scheduling with a lifetime budget.  
Ad scheduling is another option that can help limit your costs, since 
you’re deciding what days or times your ad will show rather than 24/7 
coverage 

• Consider all your campaign objective options.  
If you have experience with Google Ads, you can think of your 
Facebook campaign objectives like how you would your Google 
campaign goals and bidding strategies.  

Here’s a breakdown of the Facebook 
ad objectives you can choose from:  

Awareness 

Traffic 

Engagement  

Leads 

App promotion 

Sales  

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2021/09/13/facebook-ad-targeting-privacy-first-world
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2022/08/31/facebook-audience-targeting
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2022/03/21/how-to-run-google-ads
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2018/12/19/google-ads-automated-bidding
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How to increase your Facebook ads 
conversion rate 
Use these tips to optimize your Facebook ads for more 
conversions and a higher CVR: 

• Iron out your tracking with Facebook pixel.  
Your Facebook ads conversion tracking relies on your 
Facebook pixel—which connects to your website. Get clear on 
the conversion actions you want to track to stop conversion 
data from slipping through the cracks.  

• Optimize your landing page.  
A high conversion rate starts with an optimized landing 
page. Check that your Facebook ads landing page provides a 
seamless experience for users. 

• Complement your strategy with other channels.  
Your Facebook ads should play a role in a larger marketing and 
advertising strategy for your business. Be sure to regularly 
share organic posts to Facebook to fill any gaps in your paid 
Facebook ad performance. You’ll likely want to also leverage 
other social media platforms, as well as channels like SEO and 
search ads, to supplement your Facebook Ads. 

FOR EXAMPLE

Your audience members are probably using 

TikTok and Snapchat in addition to Facebook 

or Instagram. You could promote your 

business across these platforms to grow  

your overall social following. 

In fact, many marketing channels provide 

similar benefits to businesses, so it’s best 

to use as many as possible in tandem for a 

holistic marketing approach. 

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2022/09/26/how-to-optimize-facebook-ads
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2021/10/06/facebook-conversions-api
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2015/11/06/facebook-landing-pages
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2022/01/11/most-popular-social-media-platforms
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2020/08/11/advertising-on-tiktok
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2023/06/26/marketing-channels
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Put these Facebook ads 
benchmarks to work in 2024 
Tracking your Facebook ad performance against these industry 
benchmarks can help you gauge how your business is pacing  
compared to the competition. However, be sure to align your  
advertising expectations with what’s achievable for your business.  

Want to find out how to drive the best results for your Facebook 
ads? See how our solutions can help!

@LocaliQ

https://www.wordstream.com/marketing-services
https://www.facebook.com/LocaliQ/
https://localiq.com/
https://www.instagram.com/localiq/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/localiq
https://twitter.com/localiq/
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